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ABSTRACT

We present a new model for the formation of black holes in cosmological simulations,
motivated by the first star formation. Black holes form from high density peaks of
primordial gas, and grow via both gas accretion and mergers. Massive black holes
heat the surrounding material, suppressing star formation at the centres of galaxies,
and driving galactic winds. We perform an investigation into the physical effects of
the model parameters, and obtain a ‘best’ set of these parameters by comparing the
outcome of simulations to observations. With this best set, we successfully reproduce
the cosmic star formation rate history, black hole mass – velocity dispersion relation,
and the size – velocity dispersion relation of galaxies. The black hole seed mass is
∼ 103 M , which is orders of magnitude smaller than has been used in previous cosmological simulations with active galactic nuclei, but suggests that the origin of the
seed black holes is the death of Population iii stars.
Key words: black hole physics – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation – methods:
numerical
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INTRODUCTION

While the evolution of dark matter in the standard Λ cold
dark matter (CDM) cosmology is reasonably well understood, the evolution of the baryonic component is much less
certain because of the complexity of the relevant physical
processes, such as star formation and feedback. One approach to studying the dynamics of baryons in galaxy formation is to use semi-analytic techniques (e.g., Kauffmann
et al. 1993; Cole et al. 1994) that combine the growth of dark
matter haloes with subgrid modelling of the baryonic physics
(Fanidakis et al. 2011; Lagos et al. 2013; Fu et al. 2013).
With semi-analytic models, it has been shown that the observed luminosity function of galaxies can be reproduced
with feedback both from supernovae and active galactic nuclei (AGN), where the numbers of low-mass and massive
galaxies are decreased with supernova and AGN feedback,
respectively (e.g., Croton et al. 2006).
The other approach is to directly implement star formation and feedback into hydrodynamical simulations. Many
simulation codes have been developed for studying galaxy
formation and evolution, not only of isolated systems (e.g.,
Katz 1992; Mihos & Hernquist 1994; Steinmetz & Müller
1994; Kawata & Gibson 2003; Kobayashi 2004) but also for
cosmological simulations of individual galaxies (e.g., Navarro
& White 1994) or of the galaxy population as a whole (Cen
& Ostriker 1999; Springel & Hernquist 2003). With these
simulations, it is possible to predict not only averaged prop?
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erties of galaxies but also internal structures of galaxies, i.e.,
kinematics and spatial distribution of stars and gas within
galaxies, which have also become available in recent observations with integral field units and multi-object spectrographs. Given the computational resources, it is not possible to resolve star-forming clouds, supernova ejecta, and
AGN, and therefore some parametrizations are inevitable.
However, most of the parameters can be constrained from
observations, and we aim to do this in this paper.
Supernova and hypernova feedback play an important
rôle in reducing the peak rate of cosmic star formation and
reproducing mass-metallicity relations (e.g., Kobayashi et al.
2007). However, the ‘down-sizing’ phenomenon is not fully
reproduced (Cowie et al. 1996; Bundy et al. 2006). Downsizing has observationally been seen as the redshift evolution
of the mass of galaxies with active star formation, the mass
and redshift dependencies of the specific star formation rates
(SFRs; Juneau et al. 2005; Stark et al. 2013), the fundamental plane (Treu et al. 2005), and the [α/Fe] ratios of early
type-galaxies (Thomas et al. 2005). In hydrodynamical simulations, because most of the stars in massive galaxies have
formed in subgalaxies at high-redshift before they merge
to the present galaxies, the stellar populations of massive
galaxies are older than low-mass galaxies (Kobayashi et al.
2007; see also De Lucia et al. 2006; Fontanot et al. 2009 for
semi-analytic models). However, the present star formation
rates are still too high in massive galaxies, and thus the specific star formation rates are also too high, and the [α/Fe]
ratios are too low for massive early-type galaxies. Some addi-
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tional feedback that can efficiently work in massive galaxies
is required, and AGN feedback is the most plausible.
The importance of black holes has been underscored
by the discovery of the relationship between the mass of
the central black hole and many properties of the host
galaxy, including the mass of the bulge (Magorrian et al.
1998; Marconi & Hunt 2003; Häring & Rix 2004; Sani et al.
2011) and stellar velocity dispersion (Ferrarese & Merritt
2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000; Tremaine et al. 2002), indicating co-evolution of black holes and host galaxies (but see
also Jahnke & Macciò 2011). More recently, quasar driven
outflows have also been observed (Feruglio et al. 2010; Cicone et al. 2012). AGN feedback has been implemented in
cosmological simulations, which provided a good agreement
with the Magorrian relation (Springel et al. 2005) and a better reproduction of the cosmic star formation rate (Booth
& Schaye 2009). These simulations used basically the same
AGN model that consists of i) black hole formation, ii) evolution, and iii) feedback. For the formation, seed black holes
with mass ∼ 105 M are spawned in sufficiently massive dark
matter haloes (typically ∼ 1010 M ) not currently possessed
of a black hole (e.g. Springel et al. 2005; Sijacki et al. 2007;
Di Matteo et al. 2008; Booth & Schaye 2009), and the origin
of the black holes has not been discussed in detail in the context of cosmological simulations. We aim to connect black
hole formation to the formation of first stars and chemical
enrichment.
At the end of the dark age of the Universe, the cosmic dawn was heralded by the birth of the first stars and
galaxies. The nature of these first objects is still far from
being well understood. From the theory of star formation
from primordial gas, the first stars are believed to be very
massive, with masses of the order of 100M , given the limited cooling of molecular hydrogen (e.g., Bromm & Larson 2004). This depends on fragmentation in a cosmological
minihalo, ionization prior to the onset of gravitational collapse, and the accretion rate from the cloud envelope, and
it seems possible to form lower-mass stars (∼ 10 − 40M )
from primordial gas in recent numerical simulations (e.g.,
Yoshida et al. 2008; Stacy et al. 2010; Greif et al. 2011).
On the other hand, if the accretion is not suppressed by
feedback from the central star, ∼ 1000M stars may form
(Hirano et al. 2014). This matches with the observed signatures of the first chemical enrichment. The primordial stars
with initial masses of ∼ 140 − 300M explode as pair instability supernovae (PISNe) and leave no remnant, which
have large (Si,S)/O ratios (e.g., Nomoto et al. 2013). The
observed elemental abundance patterns of extremely metalpoor stars and metal-poor quasar absorption line systems
are consistent not with PISNe but with core-collapse supernovae from ∼ 13 − 50M stars that produce ∼ 10M
black holes (Kobayashi et al. 2011). Stars more massive than
∼ 300M end up as black holes, which can also be seeds of
supermassive black holes.
In this paper, we examine whether our scenario can
work as the origin of AGN feedback. In Section 2, we introduce the code used to perform our simulations, and describe our model for AGN feedback. We give an overview
of the simulations in Section 3, and put a constraint on the
parameters of the AGN model in Section 4. In Section 5 we
show some resolution dependence of our results. Finally, we

discuss the implications of our model and draw our conclusions in Sections 6 and 7 respectively.

2

MODEL

Our simulation code is based on the smoothed particle
hydrodynamics (SPH) code GADGET-3 (Springel et al.
2001; Springel 2005), which is fully adaptive with individual smoothing lengths and timesteps and uses an entropyconserving formulation of SPH (Springel & Hernquist 2002).
Various physical processes associated with the formation
and evolution of galaxies are included: radiative cooling, star
formation, supernova feedback (Kobayashi et al. 2007), and
black hole physics (this work).
Photo-heating is given by a uniform and evolving UV
background radiation (Haardt & Madau 1996). Radiative
cooling is computed using a metallicity-dependent cooling
function (Sutherland & Dopita 1993), and molecular cooling
is not included, and is not important for the temperatures
resolved in our simulations. The star formation criteria are
the same as in Katz (1992): (1) converging flow, (∇·v)i < 0;
(2) rapid cooling, tcool < tdyn ; and (3) Jeans unstable gas,
tdyn < tsound . The star formation timescale is taken to
be proportional to the dynamical timescale (tsf ≡ c1∗ tdyn ),
where c∗ is a star formation timescale parameter which we
set to 0.02 (Murante et al. 2010; Scannapieco et al. 2012),
which gives a better agreement with observations of the cosmic SFR using a Kroupa IMF than 0.1. We spawn new star
particles as in Kobayashi et al. (2007), and follow the evolution of the star particles at every timestep. Note that this
procedure does not use an explicit minimum density threshold to form stars. The energies are distributed to a constant
number of neighbour gas particles NFB , which we set to 72,
weighted by an SPH kernel. The energies of mass loss and
supernovae are distributed in purely thermal form, although
a fraction of it could, in principle, be distributed in kinetic
form as a velocity perturbation to the gas particles (Navarro
& White 1993). However, with our scheme of star formation
and supernova feedback, we do not need the kinetic feedback or momentum driven winds that are included in some
other codes (Davé et al. 2006). We also do not apply artificial multi-phase to gas particles that is included in some
other codes (Scannapieco et al. 2006).
The chemical enrichment is computed with the scheme
of Kobayashi (2004), which does not include the instantaneous recycling approximation. Different from Kobayashi
et al. (2007)’s simulations, we adopt the initial mass function
(IMF) of stars from Kroupa (2008) and the updated neucleosynthesis yields of Kobayashi et al. (2011) for 1 − 50M .
Note that the mass loss from low-mass stars has been included since Kobayashi (2004). The effects of hypernovae
are included with a metal-dependent hypernova fraction as
in Kobayashi & Nakasato (2011). The progenitor model of
Type Ia supernovae is based on the single degenerate scenario, and taking account of the metallicity effects of white
dwarf winds (Kobayashi et al. 1998), the lifetime distribution functions are calculated as in Kobayashi & Nomoto
(2009).
c
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2.1

Black Hole Physics

2.1.1

Seeding black holes

In previous implementations of AGN feedback, a single supermassive black hole is spawned in every dark matter halo
of sufficient mass (typically ∼ 1010 M ), identified by regular running of the Friend of Friends routine (Springel et al.
2005; Sijacki et al. 2007; Di Matteo et al. 2008; Booth &
Schaye 2009). A gas particle within such a group, which satisfies some criterion (the most gravitationally bound, or the
most dense for example), is converted to a black hole, with
mass ∼ 105 M . This ensures that galaxies that later form
in these haloes contain a black hole.
We adopt a different approach for the formation of seed
black holes, motivated by the theory of primordial star formation and the observed signatures of the first chemical enrichment. Much theoretical work has been undertaken in
understanding how the first black holes formed, with the
most likely candidates being as the remnants of Population iii stars or formed by the direct collapse of primordial
gas. For the latter scenario, black holes formed via direct
collapse of a massive, low angular momentum gas cloud
are likely rare due to the conditions necessary for the collapse to occur. In order to maintain a high Jeans mass,
the gas must not cool efficiently, since MJ ∝ T 3/2 . This
may be accomplished by suppressing the formation of H2
with a strong Lyman Werner flux, so that cooling is dominated by atomic hydrogen and the gas is not able to fragment. Modeling of such situations can produce seed black
holes as large as 105 M (Bromm & Loeb 2003; Koushiappas et al. 2004; Agarwal et al. 2012). For the former
scenario, the deaths of Population iii stars, either as core
collapse supernovae (Mstar . 140M ) or by collapsing directly (Mstar & 300M ), could conceivably produce black
hole seeds with mass in the range 10 . Mseed /M . 103
(Madau & Rees 2001; Schneider et al. 2002; Bromm et al.
2002).
Our criteria for forming black holes are therefore as follows: any gas particle satisfying
ρg > ρ c ,

(1)

and
Z = 0,

(2)

where ρg and Z are the density and metallicity of the gas
particle respectively, and ρc a specified critical density, is
converted into a black hole with a constant seed mass Mseed .
Similar criteria were adopted in Bellovary et al. (2011) to
study the occupation fraction of black holes in simulated
haloes. From the above discussion, we consider the range
101 6 Mseed /M 6 105 . We treat ρc as a free parameter
and determine its value by comparing the final state of simulations with observations (see Section 4.4). We therefore
restrict neither the number of black holes that form, nor the
locations where they form.
Note that, due to the limited mass resolution, Mseed is
much smaller than Mgas . As in previous works (e.g. Springel
et al. 2005; Booth & Schaye 2009), we store the mass of
the black hole separately and use Mgas as the dynamical
mass until MBH reaches Mgas . We also note that due to
the limited spatial resolution of the simulations presented
in this paper (typically a few comoving kpc), it is possible
c
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for black holes to ‘wander’ out of galaxies in a few timesteps
solely because of numerical effects. To avoid this artificial
effect, at every timestep we calculate the centre of mass of
all particles within the smoothing radius of each black hole
and reposition the black hole to that location.

2.1.2

Black hole growth

The seed black holes grow by both gas accretion and mergers with multiple other black holes. In cosmological hydrosimulations, the spatial resolution is usually & 1h−1 kpc, and
thus it is not possible to resolve the detailed physics of accretion near black holes. It is therefore necessary to use a
sub-resolution model for the processes governing the growth
of black holes and the feedback from black holes. We adopt
roughly the same model as in many previous works (Springel
et al. 2005; Sijacki et al. 2007; Di Matteo et al. 2008; Booth
& Schaye 2009). The growth rate due to accretion is taken
to be proportional to the Bondi-Hoyle accretion rate (Bondi
& Hoyle 1944),
Ṁacc = α

2
ρ
4πG2 MBH
,
2
2
(cs + v )3/2

(3)

where ρ is the gas density local to the black hole, cs is the
sound speed of the gas local to the black hole, v is the relative velocity between the black hole and local gas, and the
constant factor α accounts for the finite resolution of the
simulations. In contrast to other works (e.g., Springel et al.
2005; Booth & Schaye 2009; Barai et al. 2014), mass is accreted from gas particles in a continuous fashion, rather than
stochastically accreting entire gas particles. In each timestep
∆t, gas particles neighbouring a black hole have their mass
decreased by an amount Ṁacc ∆t times their SPH kernel
weight. In principle, this procedure could lead to gas particles with masses much less than the simulation resolution,
however the accretion rates are sufficiently low compared to
the gas particle mass that this problem does not arise; at
z = 0 in our fiducial simulation, the lowest mass gas particle has 25 per cent of its original mass, and only 3 per cent
of gas particles are less massive than initially.
In previous works, values for α as low as 1 (Booth &
Schaye 2009), or as high as a few hundred (Springel et al.
2005; Di Matteo et al. 2008; Khalatyan et al. 2008) have
been used. We treat α as a free parameter and determine
its value by comparing the final state of simulations with
observations (see Section 4.1). Throughout, we assume that
growth is Eddington limited, so that Ṁacc 6 ṀEdd at all
times. The Eddington accretion rate is given by
ṀEdd =

4πGMBH mp
,
r σT c

(4)

where mp is the proton mass, and σT the Thompson cross
section. Black holes then grow due to accretion at a rate
given by
ṀBH = (1 − r ) × min(Ṁacc , ṀEdd ).

(5)

r denotes the radiative efficiency of the black hole; we set
r = 0.1 throughout this paper (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973).
A merger between black holes may occur if the following
conditions are met:
vrel < cs ;

(6)
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r < ,

(7)

where vrel is the relative velocity of the black holes, r their
separation, and  the gravitational softening length of the
black holes. For the condition of equation (6), we use the
local sound speed cs as a measure of the local velocity scale
(Springel et al. 2005; Di Matteo et al. 2008), which precludes
black holes undergoing a quick flyby frompmerging. We note
that Booth & Schaye (2009) used vrel < GM/, where M
is the mass of the most massive black hole of the pair. We
do not employ this criterion in the current work since the
mass of a black hole as calculated by equation (3) can be
several orders of magnitude lower than the dynamical mass
of the black hole, used to determine its velocity. Following
the merging of black holes, the properties of the primary
black hole are updated such that mass and linear momentum are conserved, and it is relocated to the center of mass
of the merging particles. Although the processes of black
hole binary hardening is still not well understood (Makino
& Funato 2004), and would not be resolved in these simulations of galaxies in any case, the conditions of equations (6)
and (7) cause black holes that would be expected to merge
eventually to do so.

2.1.3

Energy feedback

In each timestep ∆t, a black hole produces an amount of
energy EFB , which is calculated as
EFB = r f Ṁacc c2 ∆t,

(8)

where f denotes the fraction of radiated energy that couples
to the gas. Previous works have used f in the range 0.05
(Springel et al. 2005; Di Matteo et al. 2008) to 0.15 (Booth &
Schaye 2009); we treat f as a free parameter and determine
its value by comparing the final state of simulations with
observations (see Section 4.2).
EFB is distributed with the same scheme as for supernova feedback; kernel weighted, to a constant number of
neighbouring gas particles. We adopt NFB = 72; this value
is chosen in order that, at the resolution of our fiducial simulation, gas particles are sufficiently heated that they do not
cool too rapidly, but not so much that an excessive mass of
gas is expelled from galaxies (Kobayashi et al. 2007). The
energy contributes only to the internal energy of the gas
particles; there is no kinetic component. We note that the
energy coupled to the gas is distributed roughly isotropically
at our resolutions, whereas on smaller scales, energy could
be injected along jets, as shown in small-scale simulations of
AGN (e.g. Wagner & Bicknell 2011). With such small scale
kinetic feedback, star formation may be enhanced (e.g. Silk
2013). A more realistic such model is left to future works.

3

Figure 2. Cosmic accretion rate density (solid line) and growth
rate density (including black hole formation, dashed line) of our
fiducial simulation, F, with redshift.

THE SIMULATIONS

We employ a WMAP-9 ΛCDM cosmology (Hinshaw et al.
2013) with h = 0.70, Ωm = 0.28, ΩΛ = 0.72, Ωb = 0.046,
and σ8 = 0.82. The simulations presented in Section 4 are
run at the same resolution with identical initial conditions,
in a periodic, comoving, cubic volume 10 h−1 Mpc on a

side. This initial condition is chosen to have a central concentration at z = 0, and is different from Kobayashi et al.
(2007), which corresponds to typical field of the Universe.
The parameters used in each simulation are listed in Table 1, as well as z = 0 properties of the simulated volumes.
The initial conditions contain 963 particles of each of dark
matter and gas, with masses MDM = 7.3 × 107 h−1 M and
Mgas = 1.4 × 107 h−1 M ; by z = 0 there are approximately
5 per cent more particles in total due to the formation of
star particles. We use a gravitational softening length of
gas = 1.125 h−1 kpc.
The redshift evolution of our fiducial simulation (see
Section 4) is shown in Fig. 1. At high redshift, a rich filamentary structure exists, to which star and black hole formation
is mostly confined. The first black hole forms at z ∼ 16 (at
the resolution of these simulations) in the region that will
subsequently collapse to form the largest cluster in the simulation box. This first black hole grows and provides thermal
feedback to neighbouring gas particles, as described in Section 2.1. Heating by AGN feedback results in the delay of
the formation of the first star until z ∼ 11. Following the
hierarchical clustering of dark haloes, cold gas falls along
the filaments, which boosts the formation of black holes and
stars. Chemical enrichment from the previous generation of
stars suppresses the formation of black holes but enhances
star formation. As a result, the SFR peaks at z ∼ 2 (see
Figs 4-7a in Section 4), coincident with a broader peak in
the cosmic black hole accretion rate. The black hole number density peaks earlier, at z ∼ 5.5, after which mergers
reduce their total number. Fig. 2 shows the cosmic black
hole accretion rate (solid line) and growth rate including
black hole formation (dashed line), for our fiducial simulation. Gas accretion only becomes important in the growth
of black holes from z ∼ 4. By z = 0, the accretion rate has
fallen to ∼ 10−6 M Mpc−3 yr−1 , consistent with the obserc
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α

(2)

1

10
50
100

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1

Name

(1)

F

A1
A2
A3

E1
E2
E3
E4

M1
M2
M3
M4

R1
R2

0.25
0.25

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

0.01
0.05
0.15
0.50

0.25
0.25
0.25

0.25

(3)

f

ρc
(h2 mH cm−3 )
(5)
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.5
1.0

Mseed
(h−1 M )
(4)

103

103
103
103

103
103
103
103

101
102
104
105

103
103
7.34
7.34

7.34
7.34
7.34
7.34

7.34
7.34
7.34
7.34

7.34
7.34
7.34

7.34

MDM
(×107 h−1 M )
(6)

1.44
1.44

1.44
1.44
1.44
1.44

1.44
1.44
1.44
1.44

1.44
1.44
1.44

1.44

Mgas
(×107 h−1 M )
(7)

0.072
0.075

0.071
0.069
0.039
0.018

0.049
0.050
0.054
0.054

0.039
0.030
0.026

0.053

(8)

f∗

126
108

210
200
196
207

201
198
205
205

195
212
207

206

(9)

NBH

0.60
0.40

3e-3
0.15
4.56
24.77

22.53
5.58
2.12
0.82

1.98
2.26
2.23

1.36

fBH
(×10−5 )
(10)

3.2
0.3

3e-3
5e-2
8.7
94.3

12.5
2.4
0.9
0.4

3.2
7.1
5.0

0.7

MBH /M∗,Re
(×10−3 )
(11)

2.0
1.4

9e-3
1.1
18.0
89.7

126
34.1
11.8
4.1

9.4
9.1
10.9

7.4

max (MBH )
(×107 h−1 M )
(12)
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Table 1. Input parameters and present quantities of the simulations for the parameter study. (1) Simulation name. (2) Value of α (see
equation (3)). (3) Value of f (see equation (8)). (4) Black hole seed mass. (5) Value of critical density for black hole formation (see
equation (1)). (6) Mass of dark matter particles. (7) Initial mass of gas particles. (8) Stellar mass fraction f∗ = M∗ /(M∗ + Mg + MBH ).
(9) Total number of black holes. (10) Black hole mass fraction fBH = MBH /(MBH + Mg + M∗ ). (11) Average ratio of black hole mass
to stellar mass within Re . (12) Mass of most massive black hole.
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Figure 1. The time evolution of our fiducial simulation, F, in a periodic box 10 h−1 Mpc on a side. We show projected gas density on
the upper row, and V band luminosity on the lower row.

vational estimate of 1.3 × 10−6 M Mpc−3 yr−1 from radio
luminosities (Smolčić et al. 2009).
Due to the supernova and AGN feedback, galactic winds
are generated, which eject interstellar gas into the intergalactic medium. The largest concentration of stars and black
holes is seen in a central cluster of galaxies, with a present
total mass of ∼ 1013 h−1 M , and which hosts the most
massive black hole in the simulation volume with a mass
∼ 108 h−1 M . In Fig. 3 we show the z = 0 spatial distribution of stars and black holes in a 6 × 6 × 10 (h−1 Mpc)3
volume around the largest cluster, as well as the projected
gas density. Star and black hole particles are found along filaments, coinciding with local peaks in gas density. Although
our description of seeding of black holes does not ensure the
co-evolution between black holes and galaxies, larger black
holes tend to be located in larger galaxies (see Figs. 4b, 5b,
6b, and 7b).
Galaxies are identified using a Friend of Friends algorithm, in common with previous works (e.g. Springel et al.
2001; Kobayashi et al. 2007; Booth & Schaye 2009). The algorithm identifies groups of dark matter particles, using a
comoving linking length of 0.02 times the mean dark matter particle separation. Gas, star, and black hole particles
are then associated with their nearest dark matter particle,
and join that particle’s group. A catalogue is then made
of all groups whose total mass is at least 32MDM . For the
analysis of properties of a galaxy, only those groups containing at least 50 star particles are kept. In the fiducial
simulation at z = 0, 99 groups are found by the friend of
friends algorithm, 76 are classified as galaxies, corresponding to 109 . M∗ /M . 5 × 1011 , and 60 of these contain one
or more black holes. 4 galaxies host multiple black holes: the
most massive galaxy contains 6, while 3 others have 2 black
holes each. In all cases, one of the black holes is much more
massive than the others; in the most extreme case, that of
the most massive galaxy, the most massive black hole contains 99.5 per cent of the combined mass of the 6.
The z = 0 stellar and black hole mass fractions, number of black holes, and the mass of the largest black hole

in the simulations of Section 4 are given in Table 1. Larger
α and Mseed , and smaller ρc , results in stronger feedback,
which leads to a greater reduction in star formation, and
more massive black holes. Larger f results in more massive black holes, but does not affect star formation history.
Without AGN feedback, the z = 0 stellar mass fraction,
f∗ = M∗ /(M∗ +Mg +MBH ), is 0.075, which is consistent with
the result in Kobayashi et al. (2007). With AGN feedback
included, f∗ is reduced to 0.053 in our fiducial simulation,
which is more comparable with the observational estimate
of ∼ 0.046 (e.g. Fukugita & Peebles 2004). Observationally,
the black hole to bulge mass ratio in galaxies is found to be
MBH /Mbulge ∼ 2 × 10−3 (e.g. Marconi & Hunt 2003). We
find hMBH /M∗ (< Re )i = 0.7 × 10−3 , with Re the effective
radius of a galaxy (see Section 4 for more details). The small
discrepancy comes from the difference between Mbulge and
M∗ ; the bulge mass of late type galaxies tends to be smaller
than M∗ (< Re ).

4

PARAMETER STUDY

In this Section, we present the results of a suite of simulations, each with different values of the free parameters
of the model described in Section 2. We then determine
a ‘best’ set of parameters, such that the simulation using
these parameters produce results that most closely match
observations. For the observational constraints, we use cosmic SFR history, size–velocity dispersion relations of galaxies (Trujillo et al. 2011), and the MBH − σ relation (Kormendy & Ho 2013). For the cosmic SFR history, observational data are taken from Bouwens et al. (2011), Karim
et al. (2011), Cucciati et al. (2012), Oesch et al. (2012), Burgarella et al. (2013), Gunawardhana et al. (2013), and Sobral
et al. (2013), adjusted to the Kroupa (2008) IMF (Bernardi
et al. 2010). These values are systematically lower than Hopkins & Beacom (2006). Values derived from Hα measurements may be underestimated due to the bivariate selection
c
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Figure 3. The distribution of black holes (black circles, whose radii are proportional to log MBH ) and star particles (yellow dots) in a
6 × 6 × 10 (h−1 Mpc)3 volume at z = 0 in our fiducial simulation. We also show the projected gas density (blue).

process (Gunawardhana et al. 2013), and those from UV
measurements are sensitive to dust extinction.
For the size–velocity dispersion relation, we fit a Sérsic
profile to the surface density of the galaxies, and define
the effective radius, Re , as that which encloses half the
stellar mass. Note that Re tends to be large due to the
spatial resolution of our simulations. The velocity dispersion is measured within the central Re of galaxies. We
compare the MBH − σ relations obtained from our simulations to the one presented in Kormendy & Ho (2013),
who find log(MBH /109 M ) = −(0.510 ± 0.049) + (4.377 ±
0.290) log(σ/200 km s−1 ). This is in keeping with the findings of other studies (Tremaine et al. 2002; Hu 2008;
Gültekin et al. 2009; Greene et al. 2010), although some have
found steeper slopes (e.g. Graham & Scott 2013). At least
some of this disparity is likely due to the different relation
observed for bulges that have formed by mergers and those
c
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that have not (Hu 2008; Beifiori et al. 2012; Kormendy & Ho
2013). We do not make such a distinction in this work, and
compare the galaxy population as a whole to observations.
The values of the best set of parameters are α = 1,
f = 0.25, Mseed = 103 h−1 M , ρc = 0.1 h2 mH cm−3 . We use
this as our fiducial set of parameters (simulation F) in the
following subsections. In each subsection, we fix the values
of all parameters, except that which is being examined, to
their fiducial values.
We first perform this parameter study for a wide range
of parameter space at moderate resolution, before homing in
on the values that comprise our best set. We then investigate
a smaller region of parameter space around these values at
higher resolution (see Table 1 for details). The results of
these higher resolution tests, and the effects of each of the
parameters on the evolution of black holes and galaxies, are
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presented below, but similar trends are seen for all the tests
we have performed.
4.1

Accretion Rate Modifier

α controls the rate of gas accretion onto black holes via equation (3), and therefore influences the amount of feedback energy they produce via equation (8). As discussed in Section
2, α can be larger than 1, and we apply α = 1, 10, 50, 100
for the simulations F and A1-3 (see Table 1).
One of the clearest effects of changing the value of α is
apparent in Fig. 4a, which shows cosmic SFR as a function
of redshift. All curves show a peak in SFR at z ∼ 2, in agreement with both the simulation without AGN feedback, and
observations (Hopkins & Beacom 2006; Karim et al. 2011;
Cucciati et al. 2012; Burgarella et al. 2013; Gunawardhana
et al. 2013; Sobral et al. 2013). Of the simulations with AGN
feedback, all but the α = 1 case show suppressed star formation with respect to the simulation without AGN across
all of cosmic time. For the fiducial simulation, with α = 1,
the peak is almost the same as in the simulation without
AGN, and is suppressed at both earlier and later times,
which is in better agreement with the observed low SFRs
at z > 6 (Bunker et al. 2010; Bouwens et al. 2011) than the
simulation without AGN. There is a clear trend for simulations with higher α to have more heavily suppressed star
formation. Naı̈vely, one might assume that this is due to α
enhancing the accretion rate leading to a greater amount of
feedback energy so that some gas particles no longer satisfy
the star formation criterion of rapid cooling. However, this
is not the case; the effects of the value of α on the growth
of black holes is shown in Fig. 4c. The solid lines show the
growth of the most massive present day black hole, while
the dotted lines show the mean black hole mass of the entire volume. It is surprising to note that the growth history
of both the most massive black hole, and the mean black
hole mass, seem to be insensitive to the value of α, given
that its purpose was to modify the accretion rate. If black
hole growth is self regulated, then the amount of feedback
energy released by a black hole over its lifetime should be
independent of α. This then implies, from equation (8), that
the mass a black hole accretes should also be independent
of α. This self-regulation will be discussed further in Section
6.
The independence of black hole mass on α is also apparent from Fig. 4b, which shows the z = 0 MBH − σ relation
for the simulated galaxies, with the observational relation
and scatter represented by the solid and dashed lines respectively. The fiducial simulation is in good agreement with the
observed relation, at the high mass end in particular.
In contrast to the lack of strong dependence of the evolution of black holes, the value of α has a large impact on
the properties of their host galaxies. For example, Fig. 4d,
which shows the z = 0 relation between galaxy effective radius and velocity dispersion, indicates that there is a trend
for galaxies in simulations with large α to have larger effective radius. This is due to the fact that larger α suppresses
star formation from cooling gas near the centre of galaxies
to a greater extent, which results in a more extended distribution of stars at a given galaxy mass. This is the same
effect as shown for the dependence of the star formation
parameter on the galaxy size in Kobayashi (2005). The fidu-

cial simulation compares well with observations, while those
with larger α lie above the observed trend.
As well as the stellar component, the gas component
of the simulated galaxies is also affected. We see a trend in
Fig. 4e for galaxies formed in simulations with larger values
of α to have both lower baryon fractions and lower total
stellar mass, within two effective radii. With α = 1, the
baryon fraction reaches b ∼ 1 in massive galaxies, which is
an improvement from (Kobayashi 2005), and comparable to
observational estimates of elliptical galaxies (e.g., Gerhard
et al. 2001). This is because gas is removed from the central
region of galaxies more efficiently when larger α is used.
This is further evidenced by Fig. 4f, which shows the gas
density local to the most massive black hole (solid lines), and
the average gas density around black holes (dotted lines).
There is a clear trend for larger α to lead to a reduction in
gas density near black holes. It is therefore the effect of α
on gas density, rather than the amount of feedback energy,
that causes the reduction in star formation seen above, by
increasing the dynamical time of the gas.

4.2

Feedback Efficiency

f determines the fraction of energy produced by a black
hole that couples to neighbouring gas particles (see equation (8)). f must be less than 1, and we apply f =
0.01, 0.05, 0.15, 0.25, 0.50 for the simulations F and E1-4 (see
Table 1). It is perhaps surprising then that Fig. 5a shows
that the value of f seems to have no bearing on the cosmic
SRF history, other than to suppress star formation with respect to the simulation without AGN feedback. However,
Fig. 5c shows that the value of f has an effect on the mass
of black holes for z < 6, with lower values allowing for more
massive black holes. For self-regulated black hole growth, the
total amount of feedback energy produced by a black hole
over its lifetime should be independent of the value of f , explaining why no variation is seen in star formation histories.
However, from equation (8), this means that the total mass
a black hole accretes over its lifetime is smaller for larger
f , as seen. This self-regulation will be discussed further in
Section 6.
This trend is also seen in the MBH − σ relation in Fig.
5b. Lower values of f make black holes more massive at
a given galaxy mass; with low f , black holes grow above
the observed relation, but with higher values black holes lie
on the observed relation.We choose f = 0.25 as our fiducial
value because the high mass end of the relation best matches
the observed relation in this case.
Unlike α, the value of f has no discernible effect on the
internal structure of galaxies. There is no trend with f in
the relation between effective radius and velocity dispersion
at z = 0 5d. The value of f has no global effect on the
baryonic processes occurring within galaxies. No significant
trend is seen in both Fig. 5e, which shows the baryon fraction
of galaxies as a function of stellar mass, and Fig. 5f, which
shows the gas density local to black holes as a function of
redshift. This is another consequence of black hole growth
being self-regulated - a black hole removes the same mass
of gas from its galaxy, and does not affect star formation,
regardless of the value of f , and so we see no change in the
properties of the galaxy population.
c
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Figure 4. The influence of α on local and global quantities. (a) Cosmic star formation rate history. Observational data (grey) is taken
from Bouwens et al. (2011), Karim et al. (2011), Cucciati et al. (2012), Oesch et al. (2012), Burgarella et al. (2013), Gunawardhana
et al. (2013), and Sobral et al. (2013). (b) Present day MBH − σ relation. The solid and dashed lines are for the observed relation and 1σ
width (Kormendy & Ho 2013), respectively. (c) Black hole mass as a function of redshift. Solid lines are for the most massive black hole
at z = 0, and the dotted lines for the average black hole mass in the simulation box. (d) Present relationship between galaxy effective
radius, and galaxy velocity dispersion for all simulated galaxies. Observational data (grey) is taken from Trujillo et al. (2011). (e) Present
relationship between baryon fraction, b = (Mgas + M∗ )/Mtot , and central stellar mass for all simulated galaxies. Both quantities are
measured in a spherical region at the centre of galaxies of radius 2Re . (f) Gas density local to black holes as a function of redshift (i.e.
ρ in equation (3)). Solid lines are for the most massive black hole at z = 0, and the dotted lines for the average gas density around all
black
holesMNRAS
in the simulation
c RAS,
000, 1–18 box.
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Figure 5. Same as Fig. 4, but for varying f , and α = 1, Mseed = 103 h−1 M , ρc = 0.1 h2 mH cm−3 .
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Figure 6. Same as Fig. 4, but for varying Mseed , and α = 1, f = 0.25, ρc = 0.1 h2 mH cm−3 .
c
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Seed Black Hole Mass

The mass with which a black hole is seeded, Mseed , has a
large impact on the subsequent evolution of the black hole
itself and its host galaxy. This is to be expected since, from
equation (3), the accretion rate (and hence also the feedback
energy) is proportional to the square of the mass. We apply Mseed /M = 101 , 102 , 103 , 104 , 105 h−1 for simulations F
and M1-4 (see Table 1).
This is exemplified by Fig. 6a, which shows the SFR
as a function of redshift for different values of seed mass.
There is a general trend that a larger seed mass suppresses
star formation more efficiently across all time. This is easily
explained by noting that a larger seed mass allows for the
growth of more massive black holes, as indicated by Fig. 6c.
We can see again, in Fig. 6b, how the final mass of the
black holes is affected by their seed mass. With the seed
mass as high as Mseed = 105 h−1 M , black holes grow several orders of magnitude above the observed MBH − σ relation. Only in the fiducial simulation, using a seed mass of
103 M , do the black holes grow onto the observed relation.
We discuss this result more in Section 6, connecting it to
the astrophysical origin of black hole seeds.
In common with α, the adopted value of Mseed affects
the internal structure of galaxies. The z = 0 relationship
between galaxy effective radius and velocity dispersion is
shown in Fig. 6d, in which a trend can be seen for larger
seed masses to produce galaxies with larger effective radii.
This is due to the fact that more massive black holes quench
star formation to a greater extent at the center of galaxies,
producing shallower intensity profiles. Galaxies formed in
simulations with higher seed masses are seen to have a lower
baryon fraction, as well as a less massive stellar component,
as seen in Fig. 6e, which shows the baryon fraction as function of stellar mass within two effective radii of galaxies.
This is because more massive black holes are able to remove
gas more easily from the centres of galaxies. This can be
clearly seen in Fig. 6f, which shows the gas density local to
the most massive black hole of each simulation (solid lines),
and the average gas density around all black holes in the
simulation box (dotted lines).

4.4

Critical Density

ρc is the critical density for black hole formation, which
directly determines when black holes form, and how common they are. It is from these two factors that the subsequent effects of the value of ρc stem. We apply ρc =
0.1, 0.5, 1.0 h2 mH cm−3 . Lower ρc allows black holes to form
earlier, and at more locations throughout the simulation
volume. This then gives the black hole seeds more time
to grow and affect their surroundings, although, by definition, starting from a region with lower gas density. With
ρc = 0.1 h2 mH cm−3 , black holes can form as early as z ∼ 16,
whereas with ρc = 1 h2 mH cm−3 , black holes start forming
from z ∼ 13.6, a difference of about 65 Myr.
The effect of this delay on SFR is apparent in Fig. 7a,
in which we see that star formation at high redshift is reduced to a greater extent when ρc is set to a lower value. For
ρc > 0.5 h2 mH cm−3 , the cosmic star formation history at
z & 4 is almost the same, regardless of the value of ρc used;
the black holes form late enough, and in small enough num-

bers, that by low redshift they have not grown sufficiently to
alter the SFR from its value without AGN feedback. In the
fiducial simulation with ρc = 0.1 h2 mH cm−3 , however, the
BHs form early enough, and in large enough numbers, that
star formation is noticeably quenched also at low redshift,
and brought in line with observations.
The influence of delaying the birth time of black holes is
also clear in Fig. 7c, where on average, more massive black
holes are produced with lower ρc . This is because they have
both more time to accrete gas, and more black holes with
which to merge. The trend is also seen in Fig. 7b, which
shows the z = 0 MBH − σ relationship for these simulations.
We see that, in simulation F, more black holes have grown
onto the observed relation by the present day, and display a
smaller scatter than in simulations R1 or R2.
While ρc influences the evolution of black holes and thus
affects the cosmic SFR at high and low redshifts, its impact
on the evolution of galaxies is minimal. Figs. 7d and 7e show,
respectively, effective radius as a function of velocity dispersion and baryon fraction as a function of stellar mass for the
simulated galaxies. Neither indicates a strong trend with ρc ,
implying that the stellar and gas components of presentday galaxies are not influenced by when black holes form,
at least by z = 0. This would seem to be in contradiction
to Fig. 7f, which shows that the average gas density local to
black holes depends on ρc , with higher values having higher
gas densities (dotted lines). However, this is simply due to
the fact that black holes are only spawned in high density
regions if ρc is itself large; the trend is not indicative of the
black holes’ influence in those regions.

5

RESOLUTION EFFECTS

In this Section, we present the results of a group of simulations run at different resolutions in order to investigate the
influence of resolution on our model. In all cases, the parameters of the fiducial simulation of Section 4 are used,
specifically α = 1, f = 0.25, Mseed = 103 h−1 M , and
ρc = 0.1 h2 mH cm−3 . Simulations are given names of the
form xxxmpcnnn, with xxx the comoving length of each side
of the simulation box, and nnn the cube root of the initial
number of both gas and dark matter particles (note that
010mpc096 is identical to simulation F of Section 4). The
highest resolution simulation was run to z = 2. Therefore,
we show in Table 2 properties of all simulations at z = 2, as
well as the z = 0 properties of those simulations that were
run to completion.
As shown in Table 2, the stellar mass fractions are almost constant, and the cosmic SFRs at z . 2 do not depend
very much on the resolution (Fig. 8). However, at high redshifts, some resolution dependencies are seen for both star
and black hole formation. With higher resolution, it is possible to resolve more high density regions at a given redshift,
and therefore cosmic SFRs become higher at high redshift
(e.g., Springel & Hernquist 2003; Booth & Schaye 2009). Fig.
8 shows the cosmic SFRs in our simulations with various resolutions. Without AGN feedback (top panel), higher resolution simulations show higher SFRs at z & 2. For 010mpc256,
supernova feedback also occurs at high redshift, which results in a fluctuating SFR history. The SFR at high redshift could be reduced by adopting a high critical density
c
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Figure 7. Same as Fig. 4, but for varying ρc , and α = 1, f = 0.25, Mseed = 103 h−1 M .
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Table 2. Input parameters and z = 0 and z = 2 quantities of the simulations for the study of resolution effects. Measured quantities
are given at z = 2 for all simulations, and z = 0 for those that were run to completion. In all cases, values for the model parameters as
in simulation F are assumed. (1) Simulation name. (2) Mass of dark matter particles. (3) Initial mass of gas particles. (4) Gravitational
softening length. (5) Stellar mass fraction f∗ = M∗ /(M∗ + Mg + MBH ). (6) Total number of black holes. (7) Black hole mass fraction
fBH = MBH /(MBH + Mg + MBH ). (8) Average ratio of black hole mass to stellar mass within Re . (9) Mass of most massive black hole.
(10) Redshift at which first black hole forms.
Name
(1)

MDM
(×106 h−1 M )
(2)

Mgas
(×106 h−1 M )
(3)

gas
(h−1 kpc)
(4)

f∗

NBH
(6)

fBH
(×10−5 )
(7)

MBH /M∗,Re
(×10−3 )
(8)

max (MBH )
(×107 h−1 M )
(9)

(5)

(10)

72
206
370

1.19
1.36
1.75

0.7
0.6
1.7

9.8
7.4
8.4

11.7
16.0
48.8

214
643
1,132
7,517

0.09
0.53
0.94
6.43

0.4
1.1
3.1
30.0

0.71
0.89
0.74
2.83

11.7
16.0
48.8
48.8

zi

z=0
010mpc054
010mpc096
010mpc128

412
73.4
31.0

81.1
14.4
6.09

2.0
1.125
0.844

0.046
0.053
0.051
z=2

010mpc054
010mpc096
010mpc128
010mpc256

412
73.4
31.0
3.87

81.1
14.4
6.09
0.76

2.0
1.125
0.844
0.422

for star formation (e.g., Guedes et al. 2011), although we do
not use density as a star formation criterion in this model
(Section 2). In our model, increasing NFB with resolution
would mitigate against the fluctuations seen. With our AGN
model included (bottom panel), higher resolution simulations have more black holes at a given redshift, which provide more AGN feedback at high redshifts. This is because
more high density regions that satisfy equation (1) are resolved, and, with a given NFB , more primordial gas particles
remain, which satisfy equation (2). These resolution effects
on star formation act in opposition, and in fact 010mpc96
and 010mpc128 show very similar cosmic SFRs (Fig. 8) with
the same values of ρc and NFB . However, some resolution dependence is still seen for our highest resolution simulation;
010mpc256 shows higher SFRs at z > 7 and lower SFRs
at z = 3 − 5 than the lower resolution simulations. In this
case, convergence in the cosmic SFRs may be obtained with
higher ρc and/or NFB . Such a test is left to future works.
Fig. 9 shows the z = 0 relation between MBH and σ, in
which we see that there is good agreement across the simulations above MBH ∼ 106 M . Below this mass, there is a
slight offset, with 010mpc128 lying above the observed relation. In higher resolution simulations, gas densities of a
given value are resolved earlier, and are more abundant at
a given redshift, so black holes are able to form earlier. This
then allows black holes more time to grow by gas accretion,
as well as providing a larger population of black holes with
which to merge. Therefore, both the number and mass fraction of black holes are greater at z = 0 in simulations with
higher resolution, a trend mirrored at z = 2. We see in Fig.
10, which shows the black hole mass function at z = 2, that
there is a trend for higher resolution simulations to contain
a greater number of black holes. This resolution dependence
could be reduced by changing ρc (see also Fig. A1 in the Appendix). A lower seed mass will also lower the z = 0 mass
of black holes so that they lie more closely on the observed
MBH − σ relation (Fig. 9). α would not need changing, since
the peak in SFR (Fig. 8) is already consistent with observations. Therefore, for higher resolution, high ρc or lower seed

0.012
0.020
0.017
0.017

mass may be favoured for the MBH − σ relation. We have
not studied the effects of NFB on the MBH − σ relation.

6

DISCUSSION

We have introduced a new AGN model, in which black holes
are seeded at local peaks in gas density. Because of this, the
growth of black holes is correlated with hierarchical clustering of galaxies. We have demonstrated that our model
of the formation and evolution of black holes in cosmological simulations is able to reproduce a number of observations, including the MBH − σ relation and the cosmic star
formation rate history. The properties of galaxies, such as
luminosity functions and colour magnitude relations, will be
discussed in future papers. Our model contains four parameters – α, f , Mseed , and ρc – whose effects on the formation
and evolution of black holes, stars, and gas have been investigated in Section 4. This has allowed us to determine a
best set of parameters, in the sense of reproducing observations, with values α = 1, f = 0.25, Mseed = 103 h−1 M ,
and ρc = 0.1 h2 mH cm−3 .
A seed mass of 103 M is several orders of magnitude
lower than the value typically used in other cosmological
simulations involving the classical scheme of AGN feedback.
In principle, it might be possible to obtain a reasonably good
fit to observations by simultaneously altering more than one
of the model parameters from their fiducial values. Based
on the parameter dependencies found in Section 4, we ran
∼ 50 parameter sets and did not find any better than the
fiducial set. We found that with a larger α (25–100) and
smaller seed mass (102 M ), the cosmic SFR history and
MBH − σ relation are still fairly well reproduced, but the
sizes of galaxies tend to be even larger than observed. The
required seed mass of Mseed = 102−3 h−1 M suggests that
the origin of the seed black holes is the deaths of Populations
iii stars (Section 2). Because no signatures of the chemical
enrichment from PISNe have yet been observed (Section 1),
we propose the following scenario: the masses of the first
stars are . 140M due to fragmentation and suppressed
c
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Figure 10. Black hole mass function at z = 2 for simulations of
various resolutions.

Figure 8. Cosmic star formation rate history for simulations of
various resolutions without (top panel) and with (bottom panel)
AGN feedback. See Fig. 4 for the observational data sources.

Figure 9. MBH − σ relation at z = 0 for simulations of various
resolutions. The solid and dashed lines show the observed relation
and scatter (Kormendy & Ho 2013), respectively.
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accretion, which explode as core-collapse supernovae. If the
accretion is not suppressed, the mass of stellar cores grows
beyond ∼ 300M , which become our seed black holes.
The value of f = 0.25 is somewhat higher than has been
necessary in earlier studies, which have used f in the range
0.05 (Springel et al. 2005; Sijacki et al. 2007; Di Matteo et al.
2008) to 0.15 (Booth & Schaye 2009) in order to reproduce
the observed MBH −σ relation, but see also Ragone-Figueroa
et al. (2013) who adopt f = 0.2 or 0.8, depending on the accretion rate. Additionally, observations of massive molecular
outflows from the quasar Mrk 231 suggest 0.02 . f . 0.06
(Feruglio et al. 2010; Cicone et al. 2012). In our simulations,
a constant f is applied for all gas at all times. Ultimately,
the value of 0.25 found here should be viewed as a rough average used in lieu of a more accurate expression for f based
on the properties of the gas around black holes. In reality,
the extent to which radiation couples to gas will depend on
various factors, including the density and metallicity of gas.
In addition, we only allow the radiation to affect the thermal energy of the gas; there is no kinetic component, nor
do we employ the radiative electromagnetic feedback of Vogelsberger et al. (2013). If the gas is more easily removed
from galaxy centres by kinetic coupling, this can reduce the
value of f . However, Di Matteo et al. (2008) argued that the
mode of coupling is largely irrelevant as long as the feedback
energy is distributed in a volume small compared to that of
the galaxy, and in a time shorter than the dynamical time
of the galaxy. Indeed, even without kinetic feedback, outflows are seen from massive galaxies in our simulations. In
the most massive galaxies, we find that the wind speed is
& 100kms−1 at the edge of galaxies, and can be higher near
the center as observed (e.g. Sturm et al. 2011; Cicone et al.
2012; Maiolino et al. 2012; Veilleux et al. 2013).
That the value of f has no bearing on the cosmic star
formation history is surprising, as star formation is directly
related to the internal energy of gas particles through the
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for pairs of α in the bottom panel of Fig. 11. It is clear that
α ∼ 0 at all times, and so black hole mass is unaffected by α.
From equation (8), we see that the total energy, E, a black
hole radiates to gas particles is approximately given by
E = r f Macc c2 ,

Figure 11. Top panel: Evolution of γ (see equations (9) and
(10)) with redshift for all pairings of the simulations F and E1-3.
Bottom panel: Evolution of γα (see equations (11) and (12)) with
redshift for all pairings of the simulations F and A1-3.

rapid cooling condition. However, this can be explained by
the self-regulation of the black hole growth as follows: the
simulations F and E1-4 are identical, apart from their value
of f , which means that, to a good approximation, black holes
form at the same locations, at the same times, and with the
same masses in each. Assuming a power law dependence of
ṀBH on f , we may write
ṀBH = kγf  ,

(9)

and calculate γ as
γ =

log(Ṁ BH,1 /Ṁ BH,2 )
,
log(f,1 /f,2 )

(10)

where Ṁ BH,i denotes the mean black hole accretion rate of
the simulation with f = f,i . We show γ as a function of
redshift for pairs of f in the top panel of Fig. 11. Although
there is some scatter, we see that γ ∼ −1 for z < 4 (when
gas accretion is the dominant growth mode) in all cases.
From equation (8), we see that Ṁacc ∝ −1
implies that
f
EFB is independent of f , and so that black hole growth is
self-regulated.
The self-regulated growth also explains the independence of black hole mass on the value of α. Again, when
and where black holes form is unaffected by the value of α.
As before, we assume a power law dependence of MBH on
α:
MBH = kαγα ,

(11)

and calculate γα as
γα =

log(M BH,1 /M BH,2 )
,
log(α1 /α2 )

(12)

where M BH,i denotes the mean black hole mass of the simulation with α = αi . We show γα as a function of redshift

(13)

Macc being the total accreted gas mass. Since MBH does not
depend on the value of α, we can see that E is constant, and
hence that the growth is self-regulated.
Our adopted ‘best’ value for the minimum gas density
for black holes to form, ρc = 0.1 h2 mH cm−3 , is not intended
as a physical density threshold of the gas that would have
formed the first black holes in the universe, because the resolution of our cosmological simulations is insufficient to resolve such small scale physics. Rather, it sets the timescale,
for a given resolution, at which black holes start to form as
large scale structure collapses. In higher resolution simulations, a lower value of ρc causes black holes to form earlier
and in greater numbers, as shown in Section 5. In the simulations presented in Section 5, we apply the same NFB for
both supernova and AGN feedback as in Section 4, which
ensures the same total mass in the feedback region at a given
resolution, but results in a smaller region for higher resolution simulations. By adopting a resolution dependent value
for NFB such that metals are distributed over the same distance, the number of black holes will be reduced.
A major cause of uncertainty in our model is our prescription for calculating the accretion rate of gas onto black
holes. We use the Bondi-Hoyle accretion rate, as in many
previous works (e.g. Springel et al. 2005; Di Matteo et al.
2008; Booth & Schaye 2009). This formulation is for spherical accretion in the Newtonian regime. The angular momentum of infalling gas is ignored, which could, more realistically, cause the gas to settle into a disk around the black
hole, rather than being accreted by it. Jets may form with a
strong magnetic field (Tchekhovskoy et al. 2011), which may
help remove angular momentum. Additionally, the gravitational potential felt by the gas is assumed to be dominated
by the black hole, whereas that of the galaxy will be more
important in these simulations. Attempts to address some
of these issues have been made; for example, in Power et al.
(2011) a two-component ‘accretion disk particle’ is used that
models both a black hole and its accretion disk. Gas is accreted onto the disk if it comes within some radius Racc
that is of order the gravitational softening length. AnglésAlcázar et al. (2013), on the other hand, calculate an accretion rate based on angular momentum transport via gravitational torques within the central ∼ 1 kpc of galaxies. Such
methods require a somewhat higher spatial resolution than
in this paper, and we will leave these to a future study.

7

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a new model for the formation of black
holes in cosmological simulations, motivated by the first star
formation. Black holes are formed from metal free gas of
high enough density. They may then grow via both mergers
and through gas accretion. In this model, black holes are
formed anywhere in the simulation volume with gas satisfying the above criteria. We therefore do not restrict black
c
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holes to form only within dark matter haloes, as some previous models have, but still find that most galaxies contain
at least one black hole by the present. Massive black holes
heat the surrounding material, suppressing star formation
at the centres of galaxies, and driving galactic winds.
We constrain the parameters of the model by comparing the simulations to observations, and successfully reproduce the black hole mass – galaxy mass relation, the cosmic star formation rate history, and the mass – size relation of galaxies. The best model has α = 1, f = 0.25,
Mseed = 103 h−1 M , and ρc = 0.1 h2 mH cm−3 (Section 4).
For high resolution, however, a higher value of critical density for black hole formation, ρc , a larger number of feedback
neighbours, NFB , and/or slightly smaller seed black holes
may be favoured (Section 5).
The mass with which black holes are seeded is ∼
103 h−1 M in order to match observations fully, though
there are sets of parameters with Mseed = 102 h−1 M that
can reproduce observations fairly well. The required seed
mass of Mseed = 102−3 h−1 M suggests that the origin of
the seed black holes is the deaths of Population iii stars; the
masses of the first stars are ∼
> 140M due to fragmentation
and suppressed accretion, which explode as core-collapse supernovae. If the accretion is not suppressed, the mass of stellar cores grows beyond 300M , which become our seed black
holes.
We found that black hole mass did not depend on the
accretion rate modifier, α, and that SFR did not depend
on the fraction of radiation that coupled to gas, f . This
suggests that black hole growth is self-regulated; the same
amount of energy is radiated, or equivalently, the same mass
of gas is accreted by black holes regardless of the values of
these parameters (Section 6).
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APPENDIX A: BLACK HOLE MASS
FUNCTION & MASS DENSITY
Although the volume of our simulation box is not large
enough to discuss these, we show the z = 0 black hole
mass function, and the redshift evolution of black hole mass
density, for the different simulations presented in Section 4,
in Figs. A1 and A2 respectively. Observations of the mass
function are constrained only at log MBH /M > 6 (Shankar
et al. 2004). From the top left panel of Fig. A1, there is a
slight trend for more massive black holes to form in simulations with larger α, while the top right panel shows that the
value of f does not influence the mass of the black holes,
as found in Section 4. Unsurprisingly, the bottom left panel
demonstrates that a more massive seed mass produces more
massive black holes by z = 0, and Mseed = 104−5 seems to
give too large a number of black holes at 106−7 M with our
AGN model. In the bottom right panel, we see that lower ρc
produces a larger number of black holes of mass 105−6 M ,
and at 106 M , our best parameter set (solid line) gives a
number of black holes as large as observed.
We see in Fig. A2 the same dependence of black hole
mass on the model parameters as before. As in Section 4,
Mseed = 105 h−1 M sems too large to be consistent with
observations, and at z ∼ 3 − 5, our best parameter set (solid
line) gives a black hole density as large as observed. Since the
most massive black holes are not present in our simulations,
the black hole mass density tends to be lower than observed.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/ LATEX file prepared
by the author.
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Figure A1. Black hole mass functions for the simulations presented in Section 4. In all panels, the observed trend and scatter from
Shankar et al. (2004) are plotted as the solid and dashed black lines, respectively, for log MBH /M > 6, the range in which their fit
holds, and the fiducial model is shown as the solid red line. From top to bottom and left to right, model parameters are held at their
fiducial values except for α, f , Mseed , and ρc respectively.
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Figure A2. Black hole mass density as a function of redshift for the simulations presented in Section 4. In all panels, the observational
data are from Hopkins et al. (2007), and the fiducial model is shown as the solid red line. From top to bottom and left to right, model
parameters are held at their fiducial values except for α, f , Mseed , and ρc respectively.
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